
Huatek Consulting, Inc., a global software and application development services company, has opened its 
first U.S. sales office in Charlotte. The company will add 10 jobs in the next 24 months. 

Established in 1993, Huatek is a long-term partner for companies in North America, Europe and Asia. Huatek 
supports its partners by providing software expertise, highly scalable professional staff and globally integrated 
delivery processes. Huatek has provided quality software development through R&D centers in Xian and 
Shanghai in China, Taipei, Taiwan and Silicon Valley for the last 19 years. 

By working and partnering with Huatek’s technology experts, clients are able to scale engineering capacity 
on demand, accelerate software development cycles and time-to-market, gain a high level of cost-efficiency 
in R&D and product engineering, test and support operations, and improve end-user satisfaction.

Hautek’s services include full life cycle software system development, software product customization and 
re-engineering, software production and system maintenance, software testing and IT technical support. 
The firm also offers supply chain management solutions; data exchange, integration and management; 
e-commerce platform customization; production/shop management; and wireless applications.

“In addition to Charlotte’s great business climate and economic development focus on multi-
nationals, Charlotte is a fantastic gateway to the U.S. and a convenient international hub,” says 
Jim Halley, vice president of business development for Huatek Charlotte. “Our growth plans, 
while conservative, call for adding support roles to our software development and sales teams 
as well as general operations. As an internationally focused company, Huatek has just as much 
interest in helping our business partners plan for strategic growth in local markets as in China. 
Charlotte has won our hearts as home to Huatek Consulting, Inc.” 

The Charlotte Chamber assisted Huateck with its relocation to Charlotte. 

For more information on Huatek and job openings, please visit www.huatek.com or  
contact one of the following: 
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